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PRAXEOLOGY AS LAW & ECONOMICS
Josef Sima*

[The law] has acted in a way contrary to its own end; it
has destroyed its own object: it has been employed in
abolishing the justice which it was supposed to maintain,
in effacing that limit between rights which it was its mis-
sion to respect, it has put the collective force at the service
of those who desire to exploit, without risk and without
scruple, the person, liberty, or property of others; it has
converted plunder into a right, in order to protect it, and
legitimate defense into a crime, in order to punish it.

How has this perversion of the law been accomplished?
What have been the consequences of it?

Ð Fr�d�ric Bastiat1

The law & economics movement has become one of the most
dynamic schools within economics. Its origin is often dated back to
the University of Chicago in the 1950s and 1960s, but insights about
the interconnections of economics and the law can be found in the
works of earlier economists.

OLDER APPROACHES TO LAW & ECONOMICS

Despite this contemporary idea that the law & economics move-
ments started in the 1950s, older scholarly works touched upon the
problem of economics and the law, and make cases for other scholars

                                                       
*Deputy Department Chair, Department of Economic Policy, Prague Univer-
sity of Economics; and Director for Publications, Liberalni Institut, Prague,
Czech Republic. sima@vse.cz.
1Fr�d�ric Bastiat, The Law, in Fr�d�ric Bastiat, Selected Essays on Political
Economy (Irvington-on-Hudson, N.Y.: Foundation for Economic Education,
2001), p. 53.
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to be the founding fathers of the discipline. For example, recent schol-
arship has brought attention to the period of 1830Ð1930. In a review
of Heath PearsonÕs book Origins of Law and Economics,2 Juergen
Backhaus writes:

There is a consensus on the American side of the econom-
ics profession that law and economics . . . is a phenomenon
which originated at the law schools of the University of
Chicago and Yale University after WWII. . . . This con-
sensus is laughable.3

Wolfgang Dreschsler identifies two other antecedent traditions from
the same time period. One such tradition is from the Netherlands, and
the other is the German tradition of Staatswissenschaften.4

One of the movementÕs foremost thinkers, Richard Posner, cites
Jeremy Bentham as Òthe first economist of non-market behaviorÓ and,
as such, an intellectual ancestor to the modern law & economics para-
digm.5 Likewise, Armen Alchian, in discussing his famous article The
Theory of Property Rights, acknowledges that Ò[o]ne canÕt help to see
the whole issue in Adam SmithÕs famous section on the university.Ó6

                                                       
2Heath Pearson, Origins of Law and Economics: The EconomistsÕ New Sci-
ence of Law, 1830Ð1930  (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997).
3Juergen Backhaus, review of Origins of Law and Economics: The Econo-
mistsÕ New Science of Law, 1830Ð1930, by Heath Pearson, European Journal
of Law and Economics 5 (1998).
4See, e.g., Wolfgang Drechsler, ÒEtienne LaspeyresÕs History of the Economic
Thought of the Netherlanders: A Law & Economics Classic?Ó European Jour-
nal of Law and Economics 10, no. 3 (2000); see also entries on the history
of law & economics scholarship across countries denoted as Ò0300 Survey
of Non-English Publications,Ó in Boudewijn Bouckaert and Gerrit De Geest,
eds., Encyclopedia of Law and Economics, vols. 1Ð5 (Cheltenham, U.K.:
Edward Elgar, 2000); also Wolfgang Drechsler, ÒOn the Viability of the Con-
cept of Staatswissenschaften,Ó European Journal of Law and Economics 12
(2001).
5Quoted in Edmund W. Kitch, ÒThe Fire of Truth: A Remembrance of Law
and Economics in Chicago,Ò Journal of Law and Economics 26 (1983), p. 228.
6Quoted in Kitch, ÒThe Fire of Truth,Ó p. 228.

Of course, SmithÕs work on both economics and the law is well known.
See, e.g., Adam Smith, An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth
of Nations (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1976). He even promised,
but never wrote, a treatise on Òa system of those principles which ought to
run through, and be the foundation of the laws of all nations.Ó Adam Smith,
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Political economists in general did not avoid discussing the rela-
tionship between economics and the law, and some schools of thought,
including Institutionalists and the German Historical School, empha-
sized their intersections. George Stigler, a Chicago-School economist
and 1982 Nobel laureate, comments on these traditions:

When Adam Smith discussed the economics of the pri-
mogeniture system, that seems to me like a traditional
analysis by a competent economist. And when John S.
Mill and Marshall discussed land tenancy systems . . .
they were addressing some economics to what were in-
stitutional and legal questions. . . . The German historical
school had big names in it. . . . All had treatises in which
there were books devoted to legal institutions.

However, that is not to say that these earlier schools were engaged in
the same type of analysis as were the later law & economics scholars.
Stigler continues:

If you look at themÑI havenÕt gone through all of them
Ñit is my impression that you will be dissatisfied with
them on the ground that they were largely descriptive
rather than analytical. But they werenÕt discriminating
against law and institutions.7

Stigler had a similar judgment on the English historical school.

There were people like Cliffe Leslie and Cunningham . . .
and Bagehot, in a way became the English historical
school. While they talked a lot about the importance of
studying environmental conditions and the like, they
paid no real attention to the institutions and the law.8

We might have a similar view of the analyses by the old institu-
tionalists. All who believe in the usefulness of their exercise should
read their classics such as Thorsten VeblenÕs The Theory of the Lei-
sure Class and try to derive any theoretical lesson from it. We might
then tend to agree with Mark Blaug that a Òmuch better description
of the working methodology of institutionalists is storytelling.Ó9

                                                                                                                 
The Theory of Moral Sentiments (Indianapolis, Ind.: Liberty Classics, 1982),
p. 342.
7Quoted in Kitch, ÒThe Fire of Truth,Ó p. 169.
8Quoted in Kitch, ÒThe Fire of Truth,Ó p. 216.
9Mark Blaug, The Methodology of EconomicsÑor, How Economists Explain
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1980), p. 126, emphasis in original.
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An interesting point about a link between anti-theoretical institu-
tionalism and theoretical interventionist Keynesianism is made by
Wallis, who claims:

All of a sudden, the very same people who opposed all
abstract reasoning were seizing upon [Keynesianism]
because it supported the conclusions for which they had
previously thought there was no theoretical basis, and the
very same individuals (I suppose Alvin Hansen is the
most striking case) jumped from being institutionalists to
being abstract theorists.10

Some of the least known and appreciated insights into economics
and the law are those of the French tradition whose authors had a broad
grasp of social processes and, thus, were able to accommodate much
more than narrow economics. Almost completely forgotten is a system-
atic work of Abb� de Condillac, Commerce and Government Consid-
ered in their Mutual Relationship,11 presenting a theory of state inter-
ventionism (legal regulation of the economic system) and subsequently
classifying these interventions and describing their consequences.
This tradition gave rise to French ÒharmonismÓ led by Bastiat and
Molinari, who understood well that law affects economic performance,
and also that economics is important in law, i.e., that scarcity shapes
and limits the sphere of law. They pleaded for making all spheres of
social life open to competition, and were well aware that the quality of
law will not come out of the blue. Rather, law is costly to create and
protect. So writes Bastiat about the scarcity when rights are protected,
giving a lesson that is yet to be fully learned:

[E]xact justice is something so definite that legislation
which had only justice in view would be virtually immut-
able. It could vary only as to the means of approaching
ever more closely to this single end: protection of menÕs
persons and their rights. . . . Moreover, the forces of gov-
ernment would attain this goal all the better because they
would all be applied to preventing and repressing misrep-
resentation, fraud, delinquency, crime, and acts of vio-
lence, instead of being dissipated, as at present, among a
host of matters alien to their essential function.12

                                                       
10Quoted in Kitch, ÒThe Fire of Truth,Ó p. 173.
11Abb� de �tienne Bonnot Condillac, Commerce and Government Consid-
ered in their Mutual Relationship (Cheltenham, U.K.: Edward Elgar, 1997).
12Bastiat, Selected Essays on Political Economy, p. 122.
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The French economistsÕ search for economic harmonies entailed
an effort to find general principles of social organization that could
lead toward peace and prosperityÑexactly the same as the ultimate
objective of law & economics. This effort also enabled the French
economists to identify the problem with the monopoly of legal pro-
vision: the state. Hence, Bastiat wrote in an unsurpassable style about
Òlegal plunderÓ in his The Law,13 and Molinari became the champion
in his revolutionary discussion of private production of security.14

Though French harmonists made many contributions to the field of
law & economics, their influence vanished paradoxically as economic
education spread in law schools. As Joseph Salerno explains, instead
of using Ògood economicsÓ to make Ògood law,Ó the government, by
decreeing an increase in the number of economics departments, man-
aged to outnumber good economists by the bad ones, and subsequently
used their Òbad economicsÓ to make Òbad law.Ó15

It is clear that the more modern the era we study, the more can-
didates we have for founding fathers of law & economics. Thus, the
idea that the movement originated in the 1950s Òmay overstate the
originality of the movement.Ó16 However, is there any other time in
the history of economic thought that could with good reason be de-
fended as the proper beginning of law & economics?

MENGER AND THE RISE OF MARGINAL ANALYSIS

The introduction of marginalist ideas enabled economics to ex-
plain the principal mechanism guiding peopleÕs behavior, thereby
delivering the missing piece to economics. Since law & economics
strives to bring insights stemming from the mixing of approaches, it
is useful to permit this mixing only after economics is ready for it.

                                                       
13Fr�d�ric Bastiat, The Law (Irvington-on-Hudson, N.Y.: Foundation for
Economic Education, 1996).
14Gustave de Molinari, The Production of Security (New York: Center for
Libertarian Studies, 1977).
15See Joseph Salerno, ÒThe Neglect of BastiatÕs School by English-speaking
Economists: The Puzzle Resolved,Ó Journal des �conomistes 11, no. 2/3
(2001). The good/bad lawÑgood/bad economics concept comes from James
M. Buchanan, ÒGood EconomicsÑBad Law,Ó Virginia Law Review 60, no.
3 (March 1974).
16Ejan Mackaay, ÒHistory of Law and Economics,Ò in Encyclopedia of Law
and Economics, vol. 1, p. 66.
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Only after we understand how values transform into market prices
which guide peopleÕs market behavior are we able to understand how
property is formed, that is, how, as L�on Walras said, Òmankind de-
termines and carries out the appropriation.Ó17

It is notable that Carl Menger, who memorably played a part in
the emergence of the new science of marginalist economics, was a
lawyer who contributed to the development of law. In his Principles
of Economics, Menger described the crucial link between economics
and the law:

Thus human economy and property have a joint economic
origin since both have, as the ultimate reason for their
existence, the fact that goods exist whose available quant-
ities are smaller than the requirements of men. Property,
therefore, like human economy, is not an arbitrary inven-
tion but rather the only practically possible solution of the
problem that is, in the nature of things, imposed upon us
by the disparity between requirements for, and available
quantities of, all economic goods.18

Menger, therefore, qualifies as Òa leader in both the marginalist
revolution and in the new science of law.Ó19 His theory is not time-
and place-contingent, and keeps a strict logical status. In short, he
derives a logic of social action. MengerÕs new Austrian school, with
its Ògeneral theory of human actionÓÑpraxeology, worked through
later by Ludwig von Mises20Ñhad a broad enough grasp to include
the analyses of legal processes as an integral part of its study.

Though this Mengerian-Misesian tradition was for many years
part of the mainstream of economic science, it lost its impact after
WWII, when economic science narrowed its focus to a more techni-
cal analysis. The Austrian school was too much of a social science
to be part of a narrow, technical, economics.

Over time, however, the post-WWII economics mainstreamÑa
formalized, propertyless economicsÑbecame ever more irrelevant to
the real world, thereby allowing new economic schools to bring pieces

                                                       
17Quoted in Pearson, Origins of Law and Economics, p. 32.
18Carl Menger, Principles of Economics, trans. James Dingwall and Bert F.
Hoselitz (New York: New York University Press, 1976), p. 97.
19Pearson, ÒThe Fire of Truth,Ó p. 151.
20See, e.g., Ludwig von Mises, Human Action (San Francisco: Fox & Wilkes,
1966), p. 3.
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of relevant social dimensions back to economics. Some of the schools
that successfully challenged the mainstream were Chicago Law &
Economics, New Institutional Economics, Public Choice Theory,
and Property Rights Economics. These schoolsÑrespected by the
mainstreamÑhave some interesting pieces to contribute toward un-
derstanding of the legal-economic nexus.

Nonetheless, Austrians, such as Menger, Mises, Hayek, Kirzner,
and Rothbard, with their broad praxeological approach, understand
much more. Not only did they predate the discovery of the pieces of
knowledge that other schools claim to be of their origin, but, more
importantly, they did it being aware of the whole picture of the legal-
economic nexusÑthe need for competition in all spheres of social
life, including generation and enforcement of rules, the role of profit-
seeking entrepreneurs, etc. Part six of MisesÕs Human Action (enti-
tled ÒThe Hampered Market EconomyÓ) and Murray N. RothbardÕs
Power and Market21 qualify as the best works in law & economics,
systematically exploring the consequences of legal barriers to effi-
cient functioning of economic system.

Despite the existence of these great systematic works, Armen
Alchian and Harold Demsetz, in their celebrated 1973 article ÒThe
Property Right Paradigm,Ó claim that:

Economics textbooks invariably describe the important
economic choices that all societies must make by the
following three questions: What goods are to be pro-
duced? How are these goods to be produced? Who is to
get what is produced? This way of stating social choice
problems is misleading. . . . It is more useful and nearer to
the truth to view a social system as relying on techniques,
rules, or customs to resolve conflicts that arise in the use of
scarce resources rather than imagining that societies specify
the particular uses to which resources will be put. The ar-
rangements for [solving conflicts] run the full gamut of
human experience and include war, strikes, elections, reli-
gious authority, legal arbitration, exchange, and gambling.22

No economist familiar with Austrian scholarship can consider
such a claim legitimate, or such an article pioneering. As we have

                                                       
21Murray N. Rothbard, Power and Market (Kansas City: Sheed Andrews
and McMeel, 1977).
22Armen A. Alchian and Harold Demsetz, ÒThe Property Right Paradigm,Ó
Journal of Economic History 33, no. 1 (March 1973), p. 16.
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shown above, it was Carl Menger who, a century before, envisaged
the common nexus of economics and the law. Subsequently, his
followers published works developing both the economic and the
legal (property) parts of the picture. In 1927, Ludwig von Mises, in
Liberalism, defined the legal part by explaining why a property-
based social system is Òthe only workable system of human coop-
eration in a society based on the division of labor.Ó23 Building on
this, Mises worked out the economic part in 1944 in Human Action.

ROTHBARDÕS UNHERALDED INSIGHTS

In the 1950s and 1960s, Murray Rothbard started to integrate eco-
nomics and the law in his writings culminating in Man, Economy, and
State24 and Power and Market. In these works, Rothbard practices the
approach suggested by Demsetz and AlchianÑthe nature of violence
and peace is identified, and human activities are analyzed using this
dichotomyÑand phenomena like socialism, war, slavery, strikes, cus-
toms, and problem solving are discussed.

In RothbardÕs works especially, one finds several insights that
are generally attributed to other authors. For example, in DemsetzÕs
famous 1967 article ÒToward a Theory of Property Rights,Ó his In-
dian story is used to highlight the entrepreneurial aspect of appro-
priative activitiesÑthat costs determine whether or when property
rights will be established.25 DemsetzÕs argument, considered truly
pioneering, was fully anticipated by Rothbard more than a decade
earlier. Not only did Rothbard write about scarcity as a pre-requisite
for ownership (this has been pointed out for centuries), he also ex-
plicitly spoke about profitability of appropriative activities, i.e., costs
as determinants of ownership. In his 1957 criticism of the single tax,
Rothbard explained that Òthe site owner must decide whether or not
to work a plot of land or keep it idle,Ó26 and it may happen that as a

                                                       
23Ludwig von Mises, Liberalism (Irvington-on-Hudson, N.Y.: Foundation
for Economic Education, 1985), p. 19.
24Murray N. Rothbard, Man, Economy, and State (Auburn, Ala.: Ludwig von
Mises Institute, 1993).
25Harold Demsetz, ÒToward a Theory of Property Rights,Ó American Econom-
ic Review 57 no. 2 (May 1967).
26Murray N. Rothbard, ÒThe Single Tax: Economic and Moral Implications,Ó
in The Logic of Action Two (Cheltenham, U.K.: Edward Elgar, 1997), pp.
297Ð98.
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result of higher costs and Òlocational chaos,Ó ownership may be dis-
continued and some sites may be Òabandoned altogetherÓ27 by their
former owners. This insight definitely cannot be of DemsetzÕs pro-
venience.

Some other insights belong to Rothbard, too. For example, Yoram
Barzel, a leading property-rights economist, refers to Alchian and
AllenÕs point that human rights are only a derivation of property rights:

The distinction made between property rights and human
rights is spurious. Human rights are simply part of peopleÕs
property rights. Human rights may be difficult to protect
or to exchange, but so are rights to many other assets. See
Alchian and Allen ([Exchange and Production, 2nd ed.,
Wadsworth], 1977, p. 114).28

Rothbard previously dealt with this issue in detail in Power and Mar-
ket,29 and even made two references to his earlier articles.

In a similar case, Tom Bethell credits Armen Alchian for calling
attention to the insight that we can own and sell shares in private prop-
erty but not in public property.30 Rothbard makes exactly the same
point when talking about ÒThe Myth of Public Ownership,Ó31 and
makes a reference to F.A. HarperÕs 1949 book Liberty.32

We could easily list more examples of RothbardÕs property-based
economics. For example, Peter Boettke mentions this story of the re-
discovery of Rothbardian ideas:

Following Mises, Rothbard argued prior to the property
rights school that Òthe important feature of ownership is
not legal formality but actual rule, and under government
ownership it is the government officialdom that controls
and directs, and therefore Ôowns,Õ the property.Ó Com-
pare that with Yoram BarzelÕs statement 27 years later:

                                                       
27Rothbard, Power and Market, p. 129.
28Yoram Barzel, Economic Analysis of Property Rights (New York: Cam-
bridge University Press, 1989), p. 2 n. 1.
29Rothbard, Power and Market, pp. 238Ð40.
30Tom Bethell, The Noblest Triumph: Property and Prosperity through the
Ages (New York: St. MartinÕs Press, 1998), p. 313; and Armen A. Alchian,
ÒSome Economics of Property Rights,Ó Il Politico 30, no. 4 (1965).
31Rothbard, Power and Market, pp. 187Ð89.
32F.A. Harper, Liberty: A Path to Its Recovery (Irvington-on-Hudson, N.Y.:
Foundation for Economic Education, 1949), esp. pp. 106, 32.
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ÒThe claim that private property has been abolished in
communist states and that all property there belongs to
the state seems to me to be an attempt to divert attention
from who the true owners of the property are. It seems
that these owners also own the rights to terminology.Ó33

When we add RothbardÕs ability to apply economic principles
into areas traditionally omitted by social scientists (such as decen-
tralized conflict solving)34 and his extensive work on natural rights,
ethics, and the nature of the state,35 it must be clear that Rothbard
developed Misesian praxeology to the point where it not only covers
the whole legal-economic nexus, but also understands the logic and
requirement for free competition on all margins. The broad grasp of
the logic of social action that gave rise to the legal-economic nexus
can be understood as an extension of RothbardÕs Òwelfare econom-
ics schemeÓ envisaged in his article ÒToward A Reconstruction of
Utility and Welfare Economics.Ó36

HAYEK AND RULES

No other Austrian has surpassed Rothbard as a system builder of
law & economics, though there have been other famous Austrians
who dealt with particular issues of the relationship between econom-
ics and the law. Most prominent was 1974 Nobel laureate F. A. Hayek.
It is generally believed that Hayek switched from economics to gen-
eral social sciences in the later part of his career, but this claim is true
only if we perceive economics as a very narrow discipline. When econ-
omics properÑthe theory of social action as envisaged by Menger
Ñis taken as a benchmark, Hayek can be considered to have remained
an economist. As Ludwig Van Den Houwe reminds us:

                                                       
33Peter Boettke, ÒThe New Comparative Political Economy,Ó Forum Series
on the Role of Institutions in Promoting Economic Growth, Forum 6 (April
4, 2003), p. 15. n. 14, inner references omitted.
34See, e.g., Rothbard, Power and Market, chap. 1; Murray N. Rothbard, For
a New Liberty (San Francisco: Fox & Wilkes, 1978), chap. 12; and Murray N.
Rothbard, ÒLaw, Property Rights, and Air Pollution,Ó in The Logic of Action
Two, chap. 6.
35See Murray N. Rothbard, The Ethics of Liberty (New York: New York Uni-
versity Press, 1998).
36Murray N. Rothbard, ÒToward Reconstruction of Utility and Welfare Eco-
nomics,Ó in On Freedom and Free Enterprise, ed. Mary Sennholz (Irvington-
on-Hudson, N.Y.: Foundation for Economic Education, 1994).
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It is HayekÕs emphasis on this theme of the interrelation be-
tween the system of rules and its systematic outcome at
the level of the order of actions that qualifies him a Law-
and-Economics theorist.37

As Hayek himself sets the objective of his book Rules and Order:

Nowhere is the baneful effect of the division into special-
isms more evident than in the two oldest of these disci-
plines, economics and law. Those eighteenth-century think-
ers to whom we owe the basic conceptions of liberal con-
stitutionalism, David Hume and Adam Smith, no less than
Montesquieu, were still concerned with what some of them
called the Òscience of legislation,Ó or with principles of
policy in the widest sense of this term. One of the main
themes of this book will be that the rules of just conduct
which the lawyer studies serve a kind of order of the
character of which the lawyer is largely ignorant; and
that this order is studied chiefly by the economist who in
turn is similarly ignorant of the character of the rules of
conduct on which the order that he studies rests.38

CONTEMPORARY AUSTRIANS

HayekÕs work was, however, largely limited to a particular (though
very broad) themeÑintertemporal dimensions of the use-of-knowledge
problem, i.e., the evolution of rules and emergence of order through
cultural evolution. Similarly ÒlimitedÓ are the research interests of
other Austrian authors who have explored parts of the legal-economic
nexus, such as Hans-Hermann Hoppe, Peter Boettke,  Dominick Armen-
tano, Stephan Kinsella, Walter Block, J�rg Guido H�lsmann, George
Selgin, Lawrence White, Pascal Salin, Huerta de Soto, Israel Kirzner,
Bruce Benson, etc.39 All have contributed important pieces of know-
ledge, although none have reached RothbardÕs qualities as a system
builder.

                                                       
37Ludwig Van Den Houwe, ÒEvolution and the Production of RulesÑSome
Preliminary Remarks,Ó European Journal of Law and Economics 5 (1998),
p. 88.
38F.A. Hayek, Pravidla a rad, vol. 1 of Prado, zakonodarstvi a svoboda
(Praha: Academia, 1991), p. 11. This is the Czech translation of HayekÕs
Rules and Order.
39See the Bibliography for selected works by these authors. For a more com-
plete list of Austrian contributions, see J�rg Guido H�lsmann, ÒEconomic
Science and Neoclassicism,Ó Quarterly Journal of Austrian Economics 2,
no. 4 (Winter 1999).
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Gregory Scott Crespi offers an interesting overview and source
of reference to other groups of scholars who belong to the Austrian
school, broadly defined.40 He surveys major Austrian contributions
and contributors to law & economics that gained appreciation in main-
stream law journals. The article includes discussion of the works of
Mario Rizzo, Gerald OÕDriscoll, Christopher Wonnell, Roy Cordato,
Michael Debow, Thomas Arthur,41 Michael Spicer, Thomas Sowell,
and Linda Schwartzstein.42 These authors show the application of
Austrian real-world law & economics based on dynamic markets,
disequilibrium, and imperfect knowledge, as opposed to widespread
neoclassical legal and economic modeling. As Crespi says:

[T]he Austrian approach . . . presents a coherent and com-
prehensive alternative framework which incorporates a
number of important insights largely overlooked in most
neoclassical theorizing, and which does not rely upon
some of the more unrealistic neoclassical premises. . . .

[T]he Austrian approach . . . has advantages as a ped-
agogical framework that can effectively focus law studentsÕ
attention upon certain processes and constraints highly
relevant to the operation of the legal system that tend to
be obscured by the neoclassical paradigm.43

Thus, Austrians benefit from more than 130 years of elaboration
on a broadly conceived legal-economic nexus. Their analysis remains
both relevant (by focusing on real world issues) and at the same time
theoretical (firmly rooted in economic and legal principles). This
approach allows Austrian scholars to see the whole legal-economic
nexus, and to formulate basic principles of the science of law & eco-
nomics: laws of social action.

                                                       
40Gregory Scott Crespi, ÒExploring the Complicationist Gambit: An Austrian
Approach to the Economic Analysis of Law,Ó Notre Dame Law Review 73,
no. 2 (January 1998); and Gregory S. Crespi, ÒTeaching the New Law and
Economics,Ó University of Toledo Law Review 25, no. 3 (1994).
41Arthur is not explicitly Austrian, but uses a critical assessment of the United
States Supreme Court opinion issued in Eastman Kodak Co. v. Image Tech-
nical Services, Inc., 504 U.S. 451 (1992), based on works by Austrians such
as Hayek and Kirzner and questioning the perfect competition framework
using the concept of Òrivalrous competition.Ó
42Also, see the bibliography for articles by Laurence S. Moss, Dieter Schmidt-
chen, and Eirik G. Furubotn.
43Crespi, ÒExploring the Complicationist Gambit,Ó pp. 320Ð21.
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No other school of thought can match this achievement. Some
schools can provide very interesting case studies about the operation
of the real world and the interplay between law & economics, but
lack the underlying theory to make any general claim (such as Law
and Society, or the Bloomington research program of Vincent and
Elinor Ostroms). Some have a sophisticated theory, but remain largely
irrelevant because they try to squeeze people into their models rather
than adjust the models to work with real people (Chicagoan main-
stream). And some refuse to admit the necessity of a non-monopo-
lized legal system (Public Choice).

CONCLUSION

The Austrian approach to law & economics, therefore, must be
considered a powerful alternative to the prevailing mainstream views.
Its emphasis on the need to base social theories on existing peopleÕs
choices (as opposed to someoneÕs guess about possible future choices)
is the source of different requirements for judges to base their deci-
sions upon. As Ludwig von Mises put it:

No sensible proposition concerning human action can be
asserted without reference to what the acting individuals
are aiming at and what they consider as success or failure,
as profit or loss.44

Instead of looking forward and trying to calculate an optimal out-
come, the Austrian approach urges judges to look backward and try to
find the way to the resolution of the conflict in the contractual rela-
tions between the parties, social norms, or logic of private property.
It would become crucially important, for example, who came first to
the place, what is implied by the title of ownership, who promised
what, etc., instead of who is the least-cost-avoider, what are market
prices of goods sold, or what the judges think about the future.

Respect for peopleÕs values and choices must form the core of the
science of law & economics. For decades, the Austrian approach has
remained devoted to this principle. In the process, it has given us many
important insights into the logic of social processes.

                                                       
44Ludwig von Mises, The Ultimate Foundation of Economic Science (Prince-
ton, N.J.: Van Nostrand, 1962), p. 80.
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